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### Title: Onapal Philippines Commodities, Inc. vs. Court of Appeals and Susan Chua, G.R.
No. 90707

### Facts:
On April 27, 1983, Onapal Philippines Commodities, Inc. executed a “Trading Contract” with
Susan Chua, allowing her to engage in commodity futures trading. Chua, encouraged by
Onapal’s representatives, initially deposited PHP 500,000. Later, amid fears of losing her
deposit, she added PHP 300,000. Throughout her transactions, Chua was regularly updated
with market data and reports.

Chua was assured by Onapal’s employees that her investments were profitable, despite her
lack of understanding of the nature and risks involved. In June 1983, after a larger deposit
to cover potential losses, Chua wanted to withdraw but found herself unable to due to
hanging accounts. By September 1983, she ceased trading upon realizing the speculative
and risky nature of these transactions, recovering only PHP 470,000 from her total PHP
800,000 investment.

Chua subsequently  filed  a  case  to  recover  her  losses,  arguing that  these  transactions
amounted to gambling, as there was never an intention for actual delivery of commodities –
rather, they were speculative transactions where gains and losses were calculated based on
price differences.

The trial court, finding in favor of Chua, ordered a refund of her net losses. On appeal, the
Court of Appeals upheld the trial court’s decision, leading Onapal to petition the Supreme
Court  for  certiorari,  arguing grave abuse of  discretion by the appellate court  and the
validity of the trading contract under special laws governing securities.

### Issues:
1. Whether Article 2018 of the New Civil Code, which governs gambling contracts, applies
to the trading contract, thereby rendering it null and void.
2. Whether the commodity futures contract is a form of gambling in the context of this
particular case.
3. Whether the Revised Securities Act and SEC regulations invalidate the application of
Article 2018 of the New Civil Code to the trading contract.

### Court’s Decision:
The Supreme Court analyzed and resolved the issues as follows:
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1.  **Applicability  of  Article  2018:**  The Court  held  that  Article  2018 is  applicable.  It
provides that contracts intended for no actual delivery of goods and where the objective is
to  speculate  on  price  differences  are  void.  The  Court  found  that  Onapal  and  Chua’s
transactions were speculative, purely on margin calls based on price differences without
actual or constructive delivery of any commodities, thus falling squarely under Article 2018
which prohibits gambling contracts.

2. **Nature of the Contract as Gambling:** The Court confirmed that the essence of the
transactions between Onapal and Chua demonstrated speculative gambling. The parties
engaged not in genuine commodity trading but in wagers based on future price movements.
The pretense of physical delivery masked underlying gambling motives, reinforcing the trial
court’s findings.

3. **Invalidity Despite Special Laws:** The Court rejected Onapal’s contention that the
Revised Securities Act and SEC regulations precluded the application of Article 2018. It
emphasized that irrespective of the nomenclature or purported legitimacy under securities
laws, the transactions’ inherent speculative nature and intention for no delivery made it
subject to provisions on gambling under the Civil Code.

Thus,  affirming  the  lower  court’s  ruling,  the  Supreme  Court  declared  the  trading
transactions null and void under Article 2018. Accordingly, Chua was entitled to a refund of
her losses from Onapal.

### Doctrine:
The primary doctrine reiterated in this case is that under Article 2018 of the New Civil
Code, contracts intended merely for speculation on future price movements without actual
delivery of commodities are void as gambling agreements. This doctrine ensures that even if
a  contract  appears  legitimate  under  special  securities  regulations,  its  substance  and
underlying intent determine its legality.

### Class Notes:
– **Article 2018 of the New Civil Code:** Contracts where the difference in prices is paid by
the loser to the winner without actual delivery are null and void.
– **Futures Contracts:** Speculative agreements on price movements without an intention
of delivering goods are unenforceable and deemed gambling.
– **Revised Securities Act:** Special laws on securities do not override civil code provisions
when contracts are inherently speculative and aim for gambling outcomes.
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– **Legal Terminology**: Understanding “constructive delivery,” “margin calls,” and which
actions constitute “gambling” in a legal context.

### Historical Background:
The concept of futures contracts dates back to the late 19th century in the US, associated
with speculative exchanges in commodities  like cotton and grain,  notoriously  involving
“bucket shops.” These unregulated venues dealt in contracts where actual delivery was
rare; settlements were typically made by margin differences, leading to legislation against
such speculative practices. This historical context influenced Philippine law, emphasizing
the delineation between genuine trading and speculative gambling.


